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Grant awarded to Russell Crotty residency - Santa Cruz Sentinel For over 25 years, Russell Crotty has created and exhibited a large body of art work, manifested in globes, drawings and books. In his practice, he explores the Surf. Works - Russell Crotty American Artist Russell Crotty talks about his show at Turner. Russell Crotty Pizzuti Collection Russell Crotty. American, born 1956. Wikipedia entry. Introduction: Russell Crotty born 1956, San Rafael is a Northern California based artist whose work has been shown internationally and across the United States. His work Russell Crotty MoMA The Contemporary Arts Museum Houston will present Perspectives 138: Russell Crotty, an exhibition of recent work by the California-based artist-astronomer. SurfRider Rincon Special Edition Shirt by Russell Crotty Russell Crotty talks about his show at Turner Contemporary Digital Kent video. 2004 Russell Crotty: Globe Drawings Miami Art Museum, Miami, FL Russell Crotty: Globe Drawings - Traditional Fine Arts Organization Russell Crotty 1956 - San Rafael, California The Bergfeld Array, 2013 ink and watercolor on paper on fiberglass spheres. About the Work. The overall theme of The Institute of the Arts and Sciences is pleased to announce a new collaboration with the UC Lick Observatory, Theoretical Astrophysics Santa Cruz TASC. HALL Architecture & Art Russell Crotty - Hall Wines 195 Chrystie Street New York, NY 10002, t: 212-229-2766 f: 212-229-2788, crggallery.com. Russell Crotty - selected work, *, biography, *, publications His work can be seen in Russell Crotty: The Universe from My Backyard, an exhibition on view through Apr. 22 at the Williamson Gallery, Art Center College of Russell Crotty Home 4 Nov 2015. RUSSEL CROTTY - ANOTHER GREEN WORLD. 100% LOADED. netisp10as3.00px / 00px. PREVIEW SIZE, albumDescription, albumName. Perspectives 138: Russell Crotty Contemporary Arts Museum, Russell Crotty arrived at Aurobora Press to begin a new trajectory in his work. Noted for his drawn globes and astronomical depictions of the sky that the artist Russell Crotty Works Edward Cella Russell Crotty, Ano Nuevo 2014, Ink and gouache on museum board. 1 / 2. Russell Crotty, Ano Nuevo, 2014. Ink and gouache on museum board, 12 x 9 in. Russell Crotty CRG Gallery Russell has been a passionate surfer for over 40 years. As a boy, he drew surf images in sketchbooks and the margins of his schoolwork, dreaming of the next artnet.com Magazine Reviews - Drawing the Universe Donald Goddard, writer of Art Reviews on NYAW.com reviews the work of Russell Crotty on the East at CRG Gallery, NYC charsetiso-8859-1. Russell Crotty on artnet This exhibition is Los Angeles-based artist Russell Crotty's first solo museum exhibition on the east coast of the United States. It surveys Crotty's drawings on Artist-in-Residence: Russell Crotty Institute of the Arts and Sciences ?Russell Crotty's vast body of work challenges the limitations and preconceptions of drawing as primary medium, pushing the genre towards minimal sculptural . Russell Crotty and the graduate student-led Astronomy Club at UC Santa Cruz for an evening of stargazing. Meet in front of the Russell Crotty For over 30 years, Russell Crotty has created and exhibited a large body of art work, manifested in globes, drawings, collages and books. His art has been New Work: Russell Crotty - Globe Drawings - Perez Art Museum Miami Find artworks for sale and information related to Russell Crotty American, born after 1956 on artnet. Browse gallery artworks, auction lots, art fairs, events, Russell Crotty - Another Green World - Shoshana Wayne Gallery "Russell Crotty: Globe Drawings", Miami Art Museum, Miami, FL. 2003 "Perspectives #138: Russell Crotty", Contemporary Arts Museum Houston, TX traveled to Russell Crotty - New York Art World Shirt design by artist Russell Crotty, featuring his signature surfer sketches along with the Surfrider Rincón logo on the back. Made with eco-friendly inks, and Articles about Russell Crotty - latimes 9 Jul 2013. Russell Crotty has been working on book drawings since about 1986 and considers these as an ongoing drawing that continues to this day. An Evening of Stargazing with Acclaimed Artist Russell Crotty arts. Biography - Russell Crotty Russell Crotty News. Find breaking news, commentary, and archival information about Russell Crotty From The latimes. Frieze Magazine Archive Archive Russell Crotty Kristen Gaylord on Russell Crotty ArtTextArt 27 Jun 2004. Miami Art Museum presents Russell Crotty in his first solo museum exhibition on the east coast of the United States. Crotty, who is based in Russell Crotty - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 5 Aug 2015. Russell Crotty in the Lick Observatory Archive discusses the history of astronomy at Lick Observatory with Tony Misch, director and curator of John Simon Guggenheim Foundation Russell Crotty 3 Jul 2012. Russell Crotty's work seems self-evidently "amateur," in the etymological sense of the term: he is a surfer who doodles the surf, a hobbyist